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Ocean Basket Rally 11 May 2013. Photos by Isolda ZS2IW.

This Newsletter is published by the Port Elizabeth Amateur Radio Society
P.O. Box 10402, LINTON GRANGE, 6015
Editing by Eric ZS2ECH

QSX-PE - Newsletter for the discerning Radio Ham
Download QSX-PE from www.zs2pe.co.za/Newsletter/Newsletter.htm
or www.commco.co.za/pears.htm

PEARS Monthly Meeting
Tuesday 18th of June, 7:30 pm

at the Italian Sporting Club, Charlo, 17 Harold Road.
Why not wear a name badge with your call sign to the meeting so that everyone can get to know each other.

The Radio Amateur’s Examination
The following passed the local exam:
P De Jong

ZS2HXC

MD Opperman

ZS2MD

MJ Olivier

ZS2OM

PD Ryder

ZS2PR

TDC Jones

ZS2TIM

S Steenkamp

ZS2YMG

AJ Potgieter

ZS2ZA

Congratulations and welcome to all the new amateurs.
Also many thanks to Donovan ZS2DL for all his hard work.

Four Metre Net
A four metre net has been started on 70.2 MHz FM at 19h30 on Monday evenings. Antennas are
horizontally polarized. This net will serve a dual purpose. It will get amateur together to discuss various
aspects of the hobby. It will also provide signals for stations further afield to listen out for and hopefully,
when there are openings, to make contact with net members. You are welcome to join in. 73, Al ZS2U

WRINKLY RAVERS- NEW VENUE!!!!!

The regular monthly lunchtime meetings of the Wrinklies take place every first
Thursday of the month at ‘Beyond Beans’ in Newton Park. You will only be excused if
you have a "more" important appointment, or you do not have any wrinkles. Come join
the folks for some tremendous company and fun, whether you have wrinkles or not.

SEE YOU THERE!!!!!
PEARS CLUB SUBSCRIPTIONS ARE DUE 1ST OF APRIL 2013
It is that time of the year again and club subscriptions are now due. R100 per member. Spouses pay R30
and students R30. Wifi fees are R150 per month.
The Club's banking details are: Nedbank Savings; Account No: 221 252 7594; Branch Code 121217.
When making a bank deposit please use your call sign as a reference.
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President’s Trophy Air Race: 24 – 25 May 2013
A number of PEARS members provided radio comms for the President’s Trophy Air Race. One group comprised Colin ZR2CRS,
Jimmy deScande, Patrick van Rensburg, Ted ZS2TED, Sanet ZR2SDL and Beavan ZS2RL. On the first day of the race (Friday 24
May) they were assigned to a turning point designated ‘8_School’, about 24 km SW of Willowmore. This was an isolated farm
school, truly in the stix, catering for children resident on farms in the area. The headmistress and teachers admitted defeat in
that they would not be able to hold the children’s’ attention while the aircraft were roaring past close to the school, and decided
that the children may stand outside and watch the spectacle. Colin ZR2CRS suggested that he addressed the children before the
race started, so that they would understand what was happening, and also the role that AR was playing in the event. The
teachers were delighted at this idea, because it would expand the children’s horizons, many of them having no idea of the world
beyond the boundaries of their farms.
Well, it was a great success, the kids being goggle-eyed at the sleek aircraft zooming past just above their heads. As can be seen
in one of the photographs, they were very disciplined, standing outside like a platoon of ‘troopies’ – they had been instructed
not to utter a peep, because it could interfere with radio comms.
Who knows, maybe there are a few future hams among their number!
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Samsung announces 5G data breakthrough
Copied from: http://www.news24.com/Technology/News/Samsung-announces-5G-data-breakthrough-20130513
Seoul – Samsung Electronics said on Monday it had successfully tested super-fast fifth-generation (5G) wireless
technology that would eventually allow users to download an entire movie in one second.
The South Korean giant said the test had witnessed data transmission of more than one gigabyte per second over a
distance of 2km.
The new technology, which will not be ready for the commercial market before 2020 at the earliest, would offer
transmitting speeds "up to several hundred times faster" than existing 4G networks, it said in a statement.
That will permit users to "transmit massive data files including high quality digital movies practically without
limitation", it said.
"As a result, subscribers will be able to enjoy a wide range of services such as 3D movies and games, real-time
streaming of ultra high-definition (UHD) content, and remote medical services," it added.
Samsung said it had found a way to harness millimeter-wave bands which have proved to be a sticking point for the
mobile industry to date.
The test used 64 antenna elements, which the technician said overcame the issue of "unfavorable propagation
characteristics" that have prevented data travelling across long distances using the bands.
One of the most wired countries on earth, South Korea already has around 20 million 4G users.

SHORT RANGE TWO METRE ANTENNAS – PART 5
BY AL AKERS – ZS2U
In April 1978, the late F.C. Judd, G2BCX published an article on the Slim Jim antenna in a magazine called “Out of
Thin Air” and it became very popular. I heard several amateurs claiming it had a 3 db gain over a dipole and found
this difficult to believe. So I studied it and did tests with a Slim Jim, J antenna and a quarter wave ground plane. My
findings were that the Slim Jim and J antenna were on a par and slightly better than the ground plane (as expected).
Later I was given a copy of Judd’s article and saw where the 3 db gain came from. Read carefully, and I quote, “the
polar diagrams shown in Figs. 3 and 4 explain the Slim Jim’s improved efficiency over the five eight wavelength
ground plane, in spite of its claimed 3 db gain over a dipole or similar ground plane.” Firstly, a five eighth wavelength
antenna has only 1,2 db gain over a dipole. Judd goes on to show that all ground plane antennas have radiation tilted
up at an average angle of 30 degrees or more, while the Slim Jim does not suffer from this problem and therefore
has about a 6 db gain. Studying the J antenna and Slim Jim shows that both
have the same matching method, so, like the J antenna, the slim Jim will also
suffer from up tilting of the radiation pattern.
Is there any other way that this gain can be obtained? The slim Jim can be
regarded as a Broadside Array with two elements in phase. Such an array has
zero gain at very close spacings, increasing to 5 db at a spacing of 5/8
wavelength and thereafter decreasing. At the spacing used with the Slim Jim,
the gain will be a small fraction of a db at right angles to the elements and a
loss in the plane of the elements. Thus the radiation pattern is slightly
elliptical.
In an article which appeared in the November 2001 issue of the RSGB
RadCom publication, the author, Ian White G3SEK, did a computer analysis of
the Slim Jim. This proved that the Slim Jim is no better than the J antenna, in
fact it is slightly inferior. He quotes further, “without getting too technical
here, in a nutshell, the antennas does not overcome radiation from the stub
and upward tilting of the radiation pattern of the J antenna as it was
intended – it worsens it.” Ian concludes that the normal J antenna is simpler,
lighter and at least just as good, though you would never detect the
differences on the air.
Slim Jim antenna →
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PEARS AGM 2013

Photos by Clive ZS2RT, Karl ZS2KKK and Eric ZS2ECH.
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Longmore VHF Repeater Repair
The Kyodo repeater was showing similar symptoms to other Kyodo's at Slipper and Town, which was the
intermittent loss of transmitted power. This was confirmed when we arrived, by the front panel TX PA bar graph
meter not showing any indication, and a test set also showing no RF power out.
A workbench was set up, and the repeater disassembled to re-solder the suspected power amplifier control
transistor which regulates the RF power output. Once re-soldered, a quick check showed 15W TX again. This site is
a solar-powered site, so transmitter power is kept to an economical level to conserve battery power.
The remote controlled channel change function was also tested to ensure the Longmore repeater linking can be
changed from PE Town and Uitenhage repeaters, to the Slipper repeater if required, for Rally purposes. All worked
well.
Chris ZS2AAW (photos by Ted ZS2TED)
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RESCUE RADIO: CELLPHONE FAILURE AT THE BOSTON MARATHON
Copied from: http://www.arnewsline.org/
Neither the Federal government nor any Massachusetts state agency or the Boston police ordered a shutdown of
cellular telephone service in the Boston area following the terrorist bombing of the Boston Marathon on Monday,
April, 15th. The systems simply failed of their own accord because too many people trying to use them at the same
time. Amateur Radio Newsline's Norm Seeley, KI7UP, explains:
On April 18th outgoing FCC Chairman Julius Genachowski said the FCC would follow up on cellular service issues at
the Boston Marathon. This while emphasizing that broadband services had not been shut down after the bombings.
Genachowski conceded that the event again raised issues of communications and public safety like those the FCC
has been working on for some time. However he went on to acknowledge that wireless networks were so
overwhelmed by the temporary surge in traffic, that there were incorrect media reports that mobile services had
actually shut down when they had not been.
What appears to be a fact is that most cell phone subscribers erroneously believe that the phone in their pocket
should function perfectly 100 percent of the time. The reality is that the no cellular system currently in use can
handle 100% of all of its subscribers at any one time. Or even 50% for that matter.
Most experts say that when most cell phone systems reach between 15 to 20 percent of its subscribers
simultaneously using the service that it is at a point of limited network density. In other words it cannot handle any
more subscribers more until those on-line hang up.
And that's what appears to have happened in Boston after the two bombs at the marathon finish line went off. It's
also why the autonomous Boston Marathon ham radio communications networks continued to function flawlessly
even when the cell phones failed.

Wi-Fi Network Breaks Speed Record
Copied from: http://news.discovery.com/tech/gear-and-gadgets/wi-fi-network-breaks-speed-record-130517.htm
Think your network is fast? Getting a gigabyte-sized movie over your local wireless network to your hard drive in a
few seconds is old hat. Now there’s a network that can push a 2-hour, high-definition movie to a computer a mile
away in less time than it takes to read a single word. At the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology in Germany, a new
record has been set: 40GB per second over a distance of about .6 of a mile. That’s like sending 10 high-def feature
films.
What makes this possible is a combination of better hardware and the use of higher radio frequencies, in this case,
240 gigahertz. That hardware is a set of chips developed at Karlsruhe that can process signals at higher frequencies.
Higher frequencies mean smaller components, since a shorter wavelength can be picked up by a smaller antenna
(which is why FM and AM radios need relatively large antennas, while Wi-Fi receivers can use small ones). These
chips were only a few millimeters on a side.
The high frequencies are necessary for moving lots of data — the number of bits that can travel over the airwaves is
inversely proportional to the wavelength. The shorter the wavelength, the more data that can go in a given time. A
Wi-Fi network operates at 2.4 or 5 GHz, and tens of
megabytes per second is not uncommon. Smartphones
on the latest networks work at frequencies somewhat
below that, and it’s no accident that they struggle to hit
10MB per second.
At some high frequencies moisture in the air can cause
the signal to fade, but 240 GHz seems to be in a sweet
spot where there’s little interference from moisture.
Since transmissions can go much further than a Wi-Fi
router can manage, there’s a possibility this type of
transmitter would work well for rural areas where
laying down fiber-optic cable — the gold standard of
transmission speed — is too expensive to justify.
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Can Chicken Wire Antennas Work DX?
By Erik Weaver (N0EW)
Copied from: http://www.eham.net/articles/16366
For more info see: http://www.strangeantennachallenge.com/
I guarantee if your local news paper is having a slow news day, and you let them know you are planning to contact Canada,
Aruba, and Africa using a chicken wire antenna, they will pay you a visit! Not only is this fun, but it also offers a number of
practical lessons, as well as a great public relations opportunity. This special event offers your club an opportunity to display the
pure joy of ham radio as well as showcase our flexibility and creativeness. This is why when no other communications work, ham
radio does! We of course already know this. But not everyone does.
Over Memorial Day weekend once again chicken wire, lawn chairs, and shopping carts will be heard around the world under the
call sign of K0S. The next Strange Antenna Challenge is upon us. You too can participate as a satellite K0S station using some
scraps of metal you were about to throw away as trash! But before you commit that broken box spring to the eternal sleep of
the community dump, why not first run it as a Strange Antenna and see if you can earn a Worked All States award with it? Or see
how many continents you can work, or how many other K0S stations?
This unique event gives us all an opportunity to pique the interest of a wide range of people, from kids to old hands that haven't
been on the air in years. It also presents a number of technical challenges. These can be interesting puzzles for old timers as well
as brand new hams. It offers experienced hams an engaging platform for Elmering and demonstrating practical skills. Perhaps
you have some new no-coders in your area who are itching to have some fun on the HF bands. Why not get together as a club,
or with a few close friends, and join the rest of us for a few hours of the long Memorial Day weekend. If your wife won't let you
leave the grill long enough to play radio, just use it as the ground plane and tell her that roll of chicken wire hanging from the
tree is a new squirrel run, or cat ramp!
I remember seeing a photo of a ham walking amidst the wreckage following Katrina. He was lamenting the loss of his HF
antennas and his inability to assist with emergency relief HF communications. Plainly visible behind him were numerous scraps
of wire and metal that could have been Jerry rigged into an antenna! Even emergency communications can benefit from
practicing with Strange Antennas. It opens your eyes to a whole new world of what might possibly constitute an antenna. -Perfectly efficient? Doubtful. -- Capable of joining in the statewide traffic net? Very likely!
Things that have worked very well for me in the past include: chicken wire, chain link fences, metal tape measures, painting
easels, and aluminum ladders. The chicken wire rolls are rolled into long tubes. I have bent them into a delta loop, used them as
dipoles, and used them as vertical elements. In each case they have performed extremely well. The chain link fences I have used
only as ground plane elements, but they have worked exceedingly well as the groundside of the antenna. One was combined
with the chicken wire, and it was a real boomer! Many of us have used metal tape measures for small 2-meter beams, or in
foxhunts. I assure you they work equally well as HF antennas, and estimating the length of each element is child's play! A few
years ago while 10-meters was still open I used a pair of painting easels as a dipole. These were good enough to pull in a number
of DX stations. Aluminum ladders are a classic and strange antenna, as are shopping carts. Shades of Sterba my friends, shades
of Sterba!
There are a number of practical considerations for anyone that wishes to experiment with strange antennas. Transmission line
loss is one, as is transmission line radiation. The idea is to use the Strange Antenna as the radiating element, not the coax
(although this may not be true during a real emergency). For this reason either a balun or coax coil choke is highly recommend.
Also use as little hookup wire as possible when attaching your Strange Antenna to your transmission line. My friend and I have
always used a homemade breakout box and some kind of balun or choke.
Height above the earth can have a major effect upon all antennas, and Strange Antennas are no exception. Antenna
fundamentals do not change. Either get the antenna as high as possible or provide a substantial ground plane / radial network to
work against the vertical element.
Guessing antenna impedance is greatly complicated when using Strange Antennas. By far the easiest method of matching
impedance is to use a transmatch. -- Physically large components with wide spacings to reduce the opportunity for arcing are
helpful, but by no means required. Many simple and affordable transmatches have been used in the past. But alternate means
of matching impedance will also work. Just as with a "real" antenna you could alter the length of the transmission line to affect
the impedance present at the XCVR. If you are not going to change frequency very much you could make a matching stub. All the
underlying principals of proper antenna configuration and impedance matching apply equally well to Strange Antennas. In fact,
Strange Antennas offer an interesting challenge, and test one's ability to establish communications under less than ideal
conditions. There is a lot to be said for practicing these skills.
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HAM RADIO OUTLET-SOUTH AFRICA cc
“Where Radio is a Passion”
TS990S Coming Soon!

Call 041 3711425
Speak to Donovan (ZS2DL) or Andre (ZS2BK)
We Ship Country Wide!
Visit http://www.hamradio.co.za
For all your ham radio requirements!
PEARS Awards awarded at the 2013 AGM
Ou Toppie: Trevor Scarr ZR2AE, Viv Moore ZS2VM and Louis Jordan ZS2EN.
HRO Ham of the Year: Theunis ZS2EC.
VHF Trophy: Andre ZS2BK.
DX Trophy: Donovan ZS2DL.
Merit Cup: Beavan ZS2RL.
Constructions Trophy: Andre ZS2ACP.
Pears Merit Certificate: Andre ZS2BK for achieving VUCC (ARRL VHF/UHF 100 LOCATOR QSO's) using EME.
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Sunday Bulletins

Bulletin Roster

PEARS bulletins are transmitted on Sundays immediately
after the SARL English transmission, i.e. at about 08:30 on
7098 kHz as well as the 2 metre linked network that
provides from Butterworth to George and up to the Free
State and their environs. PEARS 7098 or 3640 kHz
transceiver facilities are also remotely linked as needed. In
addition, the SARL's 40 m operations on 7082 or 7066 kHz
or Hamnet's 7070 kHz can be remotely patched to the 2 m
network in receive only mode or with full transceive
capability for interactive events.
A recorded rebroadcast of the bulletin takes place on the
Eastern Cape Linked Repeater Network every Monday night
at 20h00 courtesy of various volunteers who rotate this
duty.

26 May
2 June
9 June
16 June
23 June
30 June
7 July

Glen
Patsy
Clive
Johannes
Tony
Theunis
Chris

ZS2GV
ZS2PTY
ZS2RT
ZS2JO
ZR2TX
ZS2EC
ZS2AAW

The bulletin readers are always
looking for something to
announce. If you have
something to contribute, please
forward it to the next reader.

CONGRATULATIONS
BIRTHDAYS – June
02 Vanessa XYL of Glen ZS2GV Cummings
03 Tim ZS2X Joubert
05 June ZS2JJ XYL of Mike ZS2MJ Jones
06 George ZS2GO Whitehead
06 Linton ZS2ICE Rohl
09 Gus ZS2MC Winter
10 Ken ZS2OC Victor
13 James ZS2ABM Hoole
14 Glen ZS2GF Fyffe
16 Clement ZS2CT Holmes
18 Ingrid XYL of Dawid ZS1PC Petzer
18 Robert ZS2VDM van der Merwe
19 Neville ZS2N Bowden
21 Fredrick ZR2FM Leibach

25 Terry ZS2ABB Flanagan
29 Dennis ZU2KF Hibberd
29 Vaughan ZS2VR Rizzo
30 John ZS5GB Ashworth

ANNIVERSARIES – June
10 Gwen and Dennis ZU2KF Hibberd
14 Heather and James ZS2ABM Hoole
26 Rosemary ZR2MCR and Rob ZS2ROB Mac
Geoghegan
30 Marelyn and Ettienne van Niekerk
If you are a member and your birthday or
anniversary details are omitted or incorrect,
please notify Clive ZS2RT (or any committee
member) to update our records.

DIARY OF EVENTS
1 June
1 – 2 June
1 – 2 June
6 June
9 June
15 – 16 June
17 June
18 June
20 – 24 June
22 – 23 June
4 July
19 – 20 July
27 July

Maritime QSO Party
Six Meters World Wide Club Contest
IARU Region 1 HF Field Day
Wrinkly Ravers
ZS4 Sprint
First weekend of International Museums Weekend
World QRP Day
PEARS monthly meeting at the Italian Sporting Club
SARL Top Band QSO Party
Second weekend of International Museums Weekend
Wrinkly Ravers
Volkswagen Rally
SARL RTA at NMMU
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Your Society’s Committee for 2012/2013
Chairman
Vice Chairman,
Technical/repeaters
Secretary, Functions organising
Treasurer
Public Relations
Events, Rally organising
QSX Distribution, Contests,
Awards, ZS2PE
Technical/repeaters, WiFi
RAE Examination Admin.
Assessors

VHF, Hamnet scoring
Contest Committee

Meetings catering
QSX Editor

Nicholas Thompson ZS2NT
Glen Cummings ZS2GV
Patsy Kruger ZS2PTY
Clive Fife ZS2RT
Johannes Geldenhuys ZS2JO
Tony Allen ZR2TX
Theunis Potgieter ZS2EC
Chris Scarr ZS2AAW
CO-OPTED POSTS
Donovan ZS2DL
Rory ZS2BL
Chris ZS2AAW
Donovan ZS2DL
Bill ZS2ABZ
Al ZS2U
Theunis ZS2EC
Mike ZS2FM
Al ZS2U
Bill Hodges ZS2ABZ
Eric Hosten ZS2ECH

082 490 0824
082 411 2743

Nick.peham[at]gmail.com
glen[at]peham.co.za

041 367 3203
082 320 3032
082 956 2920
082 766 8830

patsy[at]peham.co.za
clive[at]peham.co.za
Johannes[at]s4.co.za
tony.zr2tx[at]gmail.com
zs2ec[at]qsl.net

082 925 6367

christopher[at]peham.co.za

082 852 4885
072 026 8909
082 925 6367
082 852 4885
041 581 2580
041 360 2983
082 766 8830
084 612 9600
041 360 2983
O41 581 2580
072 8414 693

zs2dl[at]hamradio.co.za
rory[at]commco.co.za
christopher[at]peham.co.za
zs2dl[at]hamradio.co.za
zs2abz[at]isat.co.za
al[at]peham.co.za
contest[at]peham.co.za

zs2abz[at]isat.co.za
qsx[at]peham.co.za

Replace [at] with @ when you want to send an email (this is done to try to prevent spamming).

PEARS' VHF/UHF, Packet & Other Services
Local Repeaters: These repeaters form a separate sub-net in the PE - Uitenhage - Despatch area.
Town VHF
145,050/650

Town UHF
431,050/438,650

Uitenhage
145,075/675

Tygerhoek
145,000/600

Longmore
145,025/625

Cape Linked System Repeaters:
These form the PEARS long-range 2-metre repeater system, in conjunction with the Border, Southern Cape and
WCRWG systems. See www.zs2pe.co.za/Repeaters/repeaters.htm for more details.
Lady's Slipper
Grahamstown
Cradock
Noupoort
145,100/700
145,150/750
145,050/650
438,750 / 438,675
Colesberg
Kareedouw
Plett
Brenton
431,075/438,675
145,127/725
145,175/775
145,075/675

Packet network:
ZS0NTP-2 Packet Node
Lady’s Slipper
10,151 LSB 300bd APRS
144,800 1200bd
438,275 1200bd (FWD)
434,875 9600bd
434,800 1200bd APRS
Cape Linked System

ZS0NTP BBS
Lady’s Slipper
On all node frequencies

ZS0KDJ APRS Digi
Mount Road
434,800 1200bd

ZS0GHT-2 Packet Node
Grahamstown
144,800 1200bd
434,800 1200bd (FWD)
439,850 9600bd
ZS0KDB APRS Digi
Longmore
434,800 1200bd

ZS0CDK-2 Digi
Cradock
144,800 1200bd

ZS2ABZ-4
WMR918 WX Station
144,625 1200bd

VHF Beacon: 50,006 MHz FSK – ZS2X, 25 Watts into 2 element Yagi beaming north.
Banking details (for subs & donations): NEDBANK SAVINGS ACCOUNT No. 221 252 7594, Bank
code 121217, A/C name: Port Elizabeth Amateur Radio Society. Please use call signs as a reference.
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IF NOT DELIVERED
RETURN TO
Port Elizabeth Amateur Radio Society
PO Box 10402
LINTON GRANGE
6015
AMATEUR RADIO is the hobby for RADIO EXPERIMENTERS
and those who like to fiddle with ELECTRONICS,
COMMUNICATIONS or COMPUTERS
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